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The first of these was the despatch of an expedition to the
Elbe in the autumn of 1805, with the purpose of recovering
Hanover from the French. There were eventually assembled on
the line of the Weser some 26,000 men (of whom about half
were Hanoverian and German troops enlisted in the British
army, and known as the King's German Legion), absolutely
nothing was accomplished, and the army remained there
inactive until re-embarked on the news that both Austria and
Prussia had come to terms with France.
The other expedition was equally purposeless. A force of
7000 under Craig was sent to south Italy to co-operate with
a Russian force and the Neapolitan army, with the ultimate
purpose of assisting the Austrians in their struggle with the
French in north Italy. Here, again, the same fiasco was
repeated ; the Allies took up a position on the northern frontier
of Naples, where they remained until Austria was defeated
and compelled to sue for terms, and thereupon hurriedly
inarched off to the coast and sailed away—the British, however,
only as far as Sicily, which they thus managed to save from the
wreck of the kingdom of Naples. As it happened, however,
Napoleon's uncertainty as to the exact object of this expedition
was the determining cause of his strict orders to Villeneuve to
leave Cadiz and intercept it—orders which sent the fleets of
France and Spain to their final disaster at Trafalgar.
Meanwhile a new ministry had assumed office at home, and
the War Minister, Windham, at once set to work to increase
the strength of the army by new methods. He reverted to the
system of voluntary short service for overseas ; took measures to
raise by ballot a contingent of 200,000 militiamen, whom he
intended later to draft into regular battalions, carried out a
drastic reduction of the volunteers, and took some preliminary
measures for a levee en masse in case of invasion. The
strength of the regular army at home amounted early in 1806
to some 90,000 men, and one effect of Windham's measures
was to liberate a large part of this force for offensive opera-
tions. Unhappily in the matters of the choice of objectives
and the general conduct of the war, the new Government
followed all too faithfully in the footsteps of its predecessors.
The British army in Sicily, having evacuated the mainland
of Naples before the advance of a French army of invasion in
June 1806, embarked on an enterprise for its recovery. Although
much hampered throughout his operations by the vanity and
incapacity of his naval colleague Sidney Smith, Stuart, who
had replaced Craig, effected a landing on the Calabrian coast,
and, moving inland, met and defeated the French, who were

